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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents an agent-based model of labor market to investigate the relationship between company and worker. Contrary to most of previous studies of labor market we apply a game theoretic approach to deﬁning entities in labor market: companies and workers. A company can choose the level of
wages, and workers can select the level of effort to increase the productivity in response to the wages.
Company and worker agents are designed to possess the basic attributes in order to reﬂect the real labor
market and their activities are adaptively changed using evolutionary model. Our approach is illustrated
with four simulation results: the effect of workers resignation, sick leave, dismissal of companies, and
productivity growth. Various experiments were conducted to analyze the interactions between worker
and company, indicating that performance-based reward strategy and non-greedy strategy in job changing are necessary for companies and workers. The experimental results conﬁrm that the balanced power
between worker and company is important in maintenance and extension of labor market, and Nash
equilibrium can be maintained in all the cases.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In a real-world labor market, the behavioral characteristics expressed by worksite individuals, diligence or lazy, depend on who
is working for whom [1,2]. A behavior pattern of each individual
may heavily affect the state of the labor market such as stability or productivity. There have been many studies on the analysis
of the behavioral patterns of the individuals and estimating future
in economic or social phenomena by using agent-based computational models [3–6]. This paper investigates the possible interactions between employees and employers, and constructs a framework for modeling such strategic interactions. In this framework,
there are two types of agent such as companies and workers that
are principal members of the labor market. Both agents have their
own strategies, status, memory, attributes, and behaviors. Their relationship in the labor market is formed in cooperative and defective. Such relations are adaptively decided by the current situation
and evolved over time. Based on the co-evolutionary computation
framework, we discuss the variation of mutual interaction between
ﬁrms and workers.
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We have studied on the evolutionary agent-based modeling for
explaining the labor market [10], but they have limitation on the
realistic simulation for speciﬁc topics in detail. In this paper, we
set up a framework of evolutionary simulation of labor market
based on the preliminary study, and attempted to reveal the economic phenomena there by analyzing the variation of interactions
between employee and employer by changing various market parameters. The power between companies and workers is controlled
in term of the four policies: resignation, sick leave, dismissal, and
growth of productivity (as a measure of the worker’s experience).
Considering the basic relations between companies and workers, it
is the best to choose selﬁsh behavior for a short period of time.
We investigate in what condition can lead to mutually beneﬁcial
results in the labor market.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the related work to give better understanding of the difference of
our approach compared with the previous studies. Section 3 describes in detail the framework of labor market proposed, and
Section 4 illustrates the design of experiments. Section 5 analyzes
the experimental results, and the ﬁnal section presents a conclusion.
2. Related works
There are various related works using agent-based modeling.
Mostly, evolutionary computation focuses on the prediction of
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Table 1.
Previous studies on agent-based modeling (O means incorporation; X means non-incorporation).
Researchers

Topic

Agent modeling

Game theory

Evolutionary computation

Goh et al. [5]
Farahani et al. [8]
Maniadakis [9]
Kim and Cho [10]
Makowsky and Rubin [32]
Fonoberova et al. [33]

Macroscopic behavioral dynamics of civil violence
Behavioral pattern of predator-prey (Ecosystem)
Mechanism of human brain working
Relationship between companies and workers
Social network technology and revolution
Urban crime and violence

O
O
O
O
O
O

O
X
X
O
X
X

O
O
O
O
X
X

Fig. 1. Evolutionary labor market framework.

future or is used to analyze social phenomena. Table 1 summarizes
the previous studies on agent-based modeling. Maniadakis introduced a novel agent-based co-evolutionary computational framework for modeling assemblies of brain areas. Quek focused on
the design and development of a spatial Evolutionary Multi-Agent
Social (EMAS) network to investigate the underlying emergent
macroscopic behavioral dynamics of civil violence. Grass investigated the complexity level of agent-based predator/prey ecosystem
simulation.
This paper investigates the possible interactions between workers and companies, and constructs a framework for modeling such
strategic interactions. In this framework, there are two types of
agent, worker and company. Workers and companies, who are
principal members of labor market, act as agents having one’s
strategies, status, attributes, and actions. Their relationship in labor market is formed in cooperative and defective. Such relations
are adaptively decided by the current situation and evolved over
time. Base on the evolutionary labor market framework, we discuss the variation of mutual interaction occurred by workers and
companies.
This paper uses game theory to deﬁne the interaction formalized between workers and companies. The game theory has been
used widely to model multi-agent environment such as social and
economic phenomena, where the primary purpose is not to model
a dynamic system, but to study how co-evolution can be used
in learning strategies for agents [7]. In labor market, unemployment occurs when people who do not have job are actively seeking work. However, the cause of unemployment can be divided
into dismissal and resignation, which can be clearly different in accordance with the agent’s position. Also, the relationship between

sick leave and productivity growth is inverse proportional. Sick
leave seemed to lead to considerable loss of zest for work [31].
Mackowsky developed an agent-based model to study the mechanism of large-scale social and institutional change, as well as the
inﬂuence of the level of connectivity on the size of the resulting
cascades, in an attempt to explain phenomena such as the “Arab
Spring.” In this model, there are three types of agents: citizens
(heterogeneous), a central authority (government) and non-central
authority (police forces) [32]. Fonoberova used Epstein’s model for
the simulation of crime and violence in urban settings. The purpose of the model was to determine the number of police agents
required to keep crime and violence levels under a certain threshold in urban settings [33]. In contrast, we utilize the game theory
to deﬁne the interaction formalized between workers and companies.
3. Agent-based labor market model
All agents coexist in the artiﬁcial market with its own behavioral strategy determined by the current status and circumstance,
and interact with each other repeatedly. Once a worker has been
hired in a company, he provides labor for wages until resignation
from the company or elimination from the system. The amount of
wages and earnings is decided according to behavioral tactics of
both companies and workers agents. Overall concept of the proposed labor market is depicted in Fig. 1.
Each agent decides its current behavior, cooperation or defection, depending on their own strategies encoded in the chromosome, and evolves its worksite strategies over time on the basis
of its assets earned by past worksite interactions. The worksite
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Table 2.
Attributes of worker agents.
Attributes of worker

Description

ID
EmployedCompanyID
Asset
Productivity
LivingCost
Salary
State
Continuous
Chromosome
CompanyCareer
CompanyPastBehaviors
WorkerPastBehaviors

Identiﬁer of a worker
Identiﬁer of a company for which a worker is employed
Total asset of a worker
Productivity rate of a worker
Living expense during a generation
A worker’s income
Current state {WORKING, JOBLESS, FRESH, FAILED}
Duration of employment
Strategy of a worker represented in array of integers
A set of company’s ID for which a worker has worked
A set of a company’s behavior to a worker in the past
A set of a worker’s behavior to a company in the past

strategies of workers and companies are mutually evolved by
means of co-evolutionary system and standard genetic algorithms
including reproduction, crossover, mutation, and selection that
aims to select more capable agents to survive in the labor market
framework [4].
3.1. Structure of agent model
In this section, we present the basic features that characterize
our simulation model. The model uses discrete-time simulation,
and the state of the model is updated only at discrete time intervals. Every agent can perform one behavior at each time. Accurate
modeling of agents is crucial for a close-life depiction of human
behavior [10,29]. We adopt a multi-agents approach in order to
capture the dynamics in the problem. Here, we specify two agents,
workers and companies.
In this model, workers and companies have their strategies to
determine their behaviors, and the strategies are generated randomly at initial stage. The initial number of workers and companies is ﬁxed, but the number can increase at each time interval.
Companies, a primary party in the labor market, can hire workers
from the labor market at each time interval. Companies can make a
proﬁt from the man power and enlarge their scale by hiring more
workers. The company can hire workers only when the company
has suﬃcient capital, proﬁt in previous period, and the number of
the workers in the company is not more than the maximum number of workers in a company. The employment of the company is
determined randomly, and the strategy of a company cannot be
affected by the number of workers. We assume that companies do
not force their workers to quit the job once hired. Workers offer
their labors to a company to which they belong. Each worker can
be hired by only one company at a time. Workers are allowed to
change the company under its own decision while not allowed to
get a job again from the company that it had worked for before.
Workers and companies form a relation for their beneﬁts by choosing cooperative or defective behaviors.
Let W and C be sets of workers and companies, respectively. We
can deﬁne W and C as follows:

W = {W0 , W1 , W2 , . . . , Wk }, C = {c0 , c1 , c2 , . . . , ck }

(1)

where W0 means a set of unemployed workers and Wi indicates
employed workers in a company expressed as ci . Since a company
can hire multiple workers, ci relates with a corresponding set of
workers Wi . This is captured as

Wi = {wi,1 , wi,2 , . . . , wi,m } = ci

(2)

where m accounts for the number of workers in a company ci .
The most important variable for each agent is the amount of
money that each agent currently has. It is captured as asset and
capital attributes for workers and companies, respectively. Wages
in response to the labor are added to asset while the labor that

Table 3.
Attributes of company agents.
Attributes of company

Description

ID
Capital
SupportingCost
Chromosome
MyWorkers

Identiﬁer of a company
Total capital of a company
Maintenance cost of a company
Strategy of a company represented in array of integers
A set of workers who are working for a company

a company acquired from the workers is converted into productivity which increases its capital [28]. Workers and companies cost
money for sustaining in the labor market. This cost lowers asset for each generation. Companies also spend the supporting cost
which reduces their capital. If their asset or capital is less than 0,
the agents are eliminated in the simulation. In each generation, all
agents decide their actions based on their evolving strategy and
recent cooperation history of opponent worksite partners. We assume that all actions performed by opponent agent can be completely observed.
As generation is repeated, incompetent agents can appear in labor market. By the concept of evolutionary computation, highly capable agent can survive and reproduce child agents who may have
high ﬁtness. On the other hand, incompetent agents who possess
low ﬁtness should be eliminated from system. In the labor market
framework, ﬁtness is calculated based on the only asset or capital
attribute. Tables 2 and 3 summarize important attributes of worker
and company agents in our labor market framework.
In Table 2, asset is used to evaluate the ﬁtness of a worker
agent. If a worker’s asset becomes large, it enhances the survivability of the worker’s strategy (chromosome) in the evolutionary
process. A variable productivity represents the level of productivity, and it affects the proﬁt generated by the worker. livingCost
means the cost of living, and the worker’s asset is reduced if livingCost is larger than salary. state is a worker’s current employment
condition. continuous represents the period of employment, and
it affects the increase of worker’s experience and productivity. In
Table 3, a company’s capital is similar to a worker’s asset because
the company’s ﬁtness is evaluated by it. supportingCost is the company’s cost of maintenance. If supportingCost is larger than proﬁt,
it reduces the company’s capital. Details of the use of the variables
in Tables 2 and 3 will be described in detail in Sections 3 and 4.
3.2. Agent behavior decision based on game approach
Like many applications [15,16] based on prisoner’s dilemma
game theory [17], worker agents and company agents in this model
can take cooperative or defective behavior. They can decide their
behaviors by considering previous behavior history. Each agent selects current action (cooperative or defective) according to its own
strategy and the behaviors of opponent agent stored in history
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Fig. 2. Chromosome representation of worker and company.

queue. History queue stores previous behaviors with limited size.
They can memorize ten previous behaviors basically in the experiments. When the queue is entirely full, the ﬁrst come the ﬁrst get
removed. The details of the strategy using previous behaviors are
implemented as an integer array. Several different types of strategy representation scheme have been proposed for the iterated
prisoner’s dilemma (IPD) game such as ﬁnite state machine, logic
tree, If-Skip-Action [13], neural net, Markov chain and look-up table [14]. Ashlock showed that each scheme has different sensitivity on inducing cooperative behavior of agent [14]. In this paper,
we use the bit string representation that is generally used for the
convenience of computer based simulation.
The agent’s strategy is determined by the chromosome which
is an array of 0 or 1 as shown in Fig. 2. The index of the chromosome corresponds to the number of cooperative behaviors of the
worksite partner, and the value of a cell in the array determines
whether a current action is cooperative or not. The value 0 means
defection, and 1 means cooperation. The strategy held by an agent
can be maintained until the chromosome becomes extinct during
simulation process. The simulation process applied in this paper is
described in the next section.
The history queue stores the previous behaviors of opponent
worksite partner. The capacity of history queue is ﬁxed, and if the
queue is entirely full, the ﬁrst element of the queue is removed.
Each agent determines current action, based on the recent behavior of opponent agent from history queue. The index of chromosome corresponds to the recent cooperation number of opponent
agent, and the gene value indicated by index determines current
action of the agent.
This paper uses the payoff table that is slightly different from
the traditional IPD game [30]. To satisfy the regularity condition
of usual prisoner’s dilemma game, Nash equilibrium [11] must be
mutual defection, and mutual cooperation dominates alternating
cooperation and defection on average, but the proposed payoff table cannot guarantee the requirements [12]. The structure of payoff
table is represented in Table 4.
The level of productivity is largely affected by worker’s attitude towards a company. For instance, high level of productivity is
guaranteed when a worker works hard with a favorable attitude,
whereas earning is eventually lessen when a worker has decided

not to devote for a company. The productivity is formulated using
Prod function as follows.



P rod wi, j



⎧
 
⎨ProdH , i f Action wi, j = COOPERAT ION
= P rodL , i f Action wi, j = DE F ECT ION
⎩

(3)

where 0 < i ≤ k

Action(wi,j ) denotes the current behavior of a worker wi,j, , and
ProdH and ProdL indicate high and low levels of productivity which
are set to static real numbers satisfying ProdH > ProdL . On the
other hand, companies pay for the wage in two different levels
based on their policy [24]. When a company has a cooperative policy high salary is provided, while it gives very limited wages with
selﬁsh policy. The amount of wage Wage paid to worker wi,j by
company ci is deﬁned as (4),



W age wi, j



⎧


⎨W ageH , i f Action ci , wi, j = COOPERAT ION
= W ageL , i f Action ci , wi, j = DE F ECT ION
⎩

(4)

where 0 < i ≤ k and wi, j ∈ Wi

where Action(ci ) means current policy of a company ci .
In case of using the payoff table described in Table 4, “defection” is selected as dominant strategy by company, whereas
worker can select both cooperation and defection as dominant
strategy. Hence, the Nash equilibrium is (cooperation, defection) or
(defection, defection), and each agent’s strategy will mostly stay
on Nash equilibrium. Although game is inﬁnitely iterated because
worker does not need to do cooperative behavior. Worker’s payoff is completely determined by company’s choice regardless of
worker’s choice. Obviously, it seems unfair from worker’s point of
view. Therefore, leading the cooperative behavior of companies, or
driving mutual cooperation is an important issue of this paper.
3.3. Agent-based simulation and strategy evolution
The simulation at each time interval consists of three phases
such as worker’s phase, company’s phase, and expenditure phase.
Fig. 3 illustrates the phases of the simulation.
Worker’s phase: Worker is checked whether it has a job or not
at the beginning of stage. If a worker is employed, it can decide to
keep working, to resign from the company or to submit sick leave,
whereas unemployed workers have a chance for a new job. This
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Table 4.
Payoff table between worker and company.
(Worker, Company)
Worker

Cooperation
Defection

Company
Cooperation

Defection

(WageH , ProdH - WageH )
(WageH , ProdL - WageH )

(WageL , ProdH – WageL )
(WageL , ProdL – WageL )

Fig. 3. An overview of simulation process.

decision of worker agents is controlled by simple heuristic rules. If
a worker belongs to a company after the decision process, it offers
labor that results in productivity. Productivity is largely determined
by the worker’s strategy among cooperation and defection. Referring
to the Eq. (3), defective workers produce low productivity (ProdL )
whereas a cooperative workers produce high productivity (ProdH ).
Current proﬁt of company ci is proportional to the total productivity of workers.

P ro f it (ci ) ∝

m




P rod wi,j



(5)

j=1

Company’s phase: Companies pay for the wage to the workers
who provide labor during a generation. Companies can apply its
salary policy to each worker individually. The amount of wage is
also calculated mainly by company’s behavioral strategy analogous
to worker’s productivity. When a company is cooperative workers
receive high wage (WageH ).







P ro f it wi, j = W age ci , wi, j



(6)

Eq. (6) represents the current proﬁt of worker wi,j . Because
company has to pay workers wage, the wage should be deducted
from the proﬁt. Consequently, Eq. (5) has to be redeﬁned as follows.

P ro f it ( fi ) =

m


 


(Prod wi, j − W age ci , wi, j )

(7)

j=1

Expenditure phase: After this simple interaction is ﬁnished, net
income is calculated. The living cost and supporting cost are inevitable for sustenance in the real world, so we deduct costs
from the proﬁt. To calculate net income, Proﬁt function is updated
again.

P ro f it ( fi ) =

m

j=1



(Prod wi, j







−W age ci , wi, j ) − supporting Cost







(8)



P ro f it wi, j = W age ci , wi, j − living Cost

(9)

After the expenditure phase, agents get proﬁt from this generation. The proﬁt is added to asset or capital attributes which give
signiﬁcant impact on the evolutionary process.
The strategies of the workers and companies are mutually
evolved by means of co-evolutionary computation. Standard genetic algorithms including reproduction, crossover, mutation, and
selection are applied to select more capable agent [18]. In our simulation model, ﬁtness value is calculated based on the only asset or
capital attribute held by agents. The agents holding more assets are
treated as capable individuals and holding few assets are treated
as incapable individuals. To consider time, variable t is introduced
here which indicates a generation. Accordingly, Eqs. (1) and (2) are
extended as

Wt = {Wt,0 , Wt,1 , Wt,2 , . . . , Wt,k }, Ct = {ct,1 , ct,2 , . . . , ct,k }

(10)

Wt,i = {Wt,i,1 , Wt,i,2 , Wt,i,3 , . . . , Wt,i,m } = cˆt,i

(11)

where wt,i,j means the jth worker who is working for a company i
at generation t.
Fitness calculation: In our evolutionary framework, ﬁtness value
is set to asset and capital attributes, respectively. By using the
Eq. (7), the ﬁtness of company ci at generation t’ can be formalized as (12).

C apital (ct  ,i ) = P ro f it (ct  ,i ) + C apital (ct  −1, i )


=

t

t=0

P ro f it (ct,i ) =



−W age ct,i , wt,i, j
where 0 < i ≤ k



t 
t=0

m 
j=0



P rod wt,i, j



− supporting Cost
(12)
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Table 5.
Parameters of the proposed framework.
Parameter

Value

Initial population of company
Maximum population of company
Initial population of worker
Maximum population of worker
Increment rate of worker population (reproduce rate)
Sick leave rate
Maximum period of sick leave
Mutation rate
Selection method
Crossover method

50
Inﬁnite
500
Inﬁnite
0.02
0.01, 0.02
5, 20, 100
0.005
Roulette wheel and elitism mixed
1 point crossover

Average cooperation rate of all agent

The number of workers and companies

600

80
70

seekingWorkerNumber
hardWorkerNumber
lazyWorkerNumber
companyNumber

500
Population

60
50
40
30

400
300
200

20
100

workerCooperationRate
companyCooperationRate

10
0

0
1

50

99

148
197
Generation

246

295

1

50

99

148
197
Generation

246

295

Fig. 4. The result of non-dismissal effect (experiment 1).

The ﬁtness of worker wt,i,j can be measured by adopting asset
attribute as (13)





Asset wt  ,i, j =



t




P ro f it wt,i, j



t=0


t 




=
W age cˆt,i , wt,i, j − living Cost
t=0

where 0 < i ≤ k and wt,i, j ∈ cˆt,i

(13)

Selection and reproduction: We adopted roulette wheel selection
scheme to select capable agents. Selection probability P is deﬁned
differently for a worker and a company as follows:







Asset wt,i, j

P wt,i, j =
P (ct,i ) =

k
i=0





m
j=1

Asset wt,i, j

(

)

Capital ft,i
k
i=i Capital ct,i

(



)

(14)

(15)

Elimination: Incapable agents are eliminated from the labor
market as a result of evolution. The agents satisfying condition
(16) will be removed from the simulation.





lists the evolution parameters. There are two kinds of stop criteria. First type is the natural extinction of company or workers. If
all companies or workers are bankrupt, the experiment ends naturally. However, unless the extinction occurs, the experiment will be
repeated continuously. In order to stop the continuous repetition,
we determine the limitation of the repetition with the maximum
number of the repetition in the evolutionary process. In these experiments, the number of generation for stop criterion is 300.

Asset wt,i, j ≤ 0 or Capital (ct,i ) ≤ 0

(16)

4. Experiment design
The experiment design focuses mainly on the variation of productivity, market extent, dominant strategy and cooperative behaviors among the agents. In addition, we add more factors such
as labor specialization, and resignation of workers. Other factors
such as evolutionary parameters, payoff table and other environment setting are ﬁxed to observe the effect of the factors. Table 5

4.1. Productivity growth of workers
In the research area of economy, various theories and arguments are investigated on how different characteristics of an
individual worker affect his productivity. Although there is a
widespread belief that job performance declines with age, several individual-level studies emphasized that it was essential to
take into account the effect of worker’s experience [19] since older
workers can more productive than young workers in tasks required
plentiful experience [20,21].
The conventional belief is that the productivity growth slows
down as age is increasing, which leads to a concave ageproductivity proﬁle. In the beginning of working career, a worker’s
productivity increases fast, but in the later career, productivity
growth rate decreases and may turn to fall. If companies need general skills rather than company-speciﬁc skills from workers, the
productivity of a worker should be higher after changing occupation than before. If skills are job speciﬁc, however, new workers
should begin with low productivity irrespective of their earlier experience [22]. In this paper, we assume that worker’s productivity
does not turn to fall, and skills are company speciﬁc, so worker’s
productivity is mathematically expressed as sigmoid function as
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90

The number of workers and companies

Average cooperation rate of all agent

100

400

hardWorkerNumber
lazyWorkerNumber
companyNumber

350
80
Population

300

60
40

250
200
150
100

20

workerCooperationRate
companyCooperationRate

50
0

0
1

50

99

148

197

246

1

295

50

99

Generation

148

197

246

295

Generation
Fig. 5. The result of dismissal effect (experiment 2).

%

Average cooperation rate of all agent

The number of workers and companies

70

400

60

350

50

300
Population

40
30
20

hardWorkerNumber
lazyWorkerNumber
companyNumber

250
200
150
100

10

workerCooperationRate
companyCooperationRate

0
1

50

99

148
197
Generation

50
246

295

0
1

50

99

148
197
Generation

246

295

Fig. 6. The result of sick leave in high probability (experiment 3).

follows:

together.

P rodE,H = P rodH +

P rodE,L =

1

: cooperation
−a )
1 + −(continuous
k

P rodE,H
: de f ection
2

(17)

 
⎧
companyPastBehaviors wi, j <threshold1
⎨


 
asset wi, j
Resignation wi, j =
  > threshold2
⎩
livingCost wi, j
(19)

(18)

In Eq. (17), a and k are productivity parameters of determining
growth rate of the worker’s productivity. The level of productivity is largely affected by worker’s attitude towards a company. For
instance, high level of productivity is guaranteed when a worker
works hard with a favorable attitude, whereas earning is eventually lessen when a worker has decided not to devote for a company. The productivity is formulated using Prod function as above.
By using this policy, we expect that company agents can get more
power than before.

4.2. Resignation strategy of worker agents
Basically, worker has two behaviors, cooperation or defection,
in the original game model. But in this paper, one more worker
action, resign, is added from the company. Originally, if worker is
employed in one company at once, the worker must work there
until he is removed from the framework owing to ﬁnancial failure. This means that although company repeats defection, the
worker does not have any other deﬁant way except the defection

Resignation can be a way for active resistance whereas defect
is passive resistance. As seen in Fig. 2, each worker maintains resignation strategy by using worker chromosome, and two threshold values are represented at the worker’s chromosome. The ﬁrst
condition represents that the worker may resign from company if
company recently repeats defection until the count of cooperation
is below a speciﬁc threshold value taken by opponent worker. The
second condition implies the worker’s ﬁnancial capability to support his living for some period without any income. If both conditions are satisﬁed, the worker will certainly resign. We expect that
resignation strategy can offer the opportunity to workers to escape
from vicious entrepreneur, and exploitative company is hardly survivable in the labor market [23,24]. This means that this policy can
reduce the power of company agents whereas worker power can
increase.
4.3. Dismissal of company agents
In order to model market as more realistic, we assume that
company can dismiss lazy workers. This condition shows that if
workers recently repeat defection until percentage of lazy is over
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Average cooperation rate of all agent

91

The number of workers and companies

70

450

60

400

hardWorkerNumber
lazyWorkerNumber
companyNumber

350
Population

50
40
30

300
250
200
150

20

100
workerCooperationRate
companyCooperationRate

10
0
1

50

99

148
197
Generation

50
0
246

295

1

50

99

148
197
Generation

246

295

Fig. 7. The result of sick leave in low probability (experiment 4).

Table 6.
The design of eight experiments (O means incorporation; X means non-incorporation).
Productivity growth

Resign

Dismissal

Sick leave (rate, period)

Reproduction rate of worker population

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

O
O
X
X
O
O
X
X

O
O
X
X
O
O
O
O

X
O
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
O (0.02, 20)
O (0.01, 20)
X
X
X
X

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.02
0.005
0.02
0.005

%

Experiment

Average cooperation rate of all agent

The number of workers and companies

80

1000

hardWorkerNumber
lazyWorkerNumber
companyNumber

800
Population

60
40
20

600
400
200

workerCooperationRate
companyCooperationRate

0
1

50

99

148
197
Generation

246

295

0
1

50
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Fig. 8. The result of reproduction rate of worker population (experiment 5).

speciﬁc threshold3 (laziness percentage of half of total continuous
service year), the worker may be dismissed from company.





Dismissal wi, j , ci =

(
( )

) × 100 > threshold3


lazyPeriodSum wi, j ,ci
age wi, j

4.4. Sick leave of worker agents

continuous wi, j > threshold4
state(ci )! = Enough black

company is not equal to enough black, which means that company
has suﬃcient surplus resources.

(20)

This condition is related with seeking state of workers. If
worker is seeking occupation on lazy state, it is applied for accumulation of lazy period. On the other hand, the case of worker on
hard state, it is not applied for accumulation. Although a worker
leaves the company, Percentage Of Laziness (POL) is preserved. This
function causes dismissal of company for frequently lazy worker.
In order to fulﬁll dismissal of company, we need the second and
third conditions. The second one means whether continuous service year of workers is over threshold4 (average continuous service
year of all workers of company) or not. Last one shows if state of

If worker is sick, worker can submit sick leave to company.
Worker should come back from sick leave after threshold period.
Company wants to know worker’s state on sick leave whether
worker is a lazy person or not. If worker on sick leave is in lazy
state, percentage of laziness increases. When worker is return, POL
affects on worker’s state.
5. Experimental result and analysis
We have performed the four experiments with combinations of
experiment setting as shown in Table 6. We analyze the variation
of the cooperation rate and the number of agents of the workers
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Fig. 9. The result of reproduction rate of worker population (experiment 6).
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Fig. 10. The result of resignation (experiment 7).
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Fig. 11. The result of resignation (experiment 8).

and companies. In this section, we analyze some meaningful experimental results among the various experiments from the perspective of agent-based modeling [25–29].

growth and dismissal of company. High productivity is guaranteed
when a worker works hard.

5.1. Results of dismissal
To provide workers with resistance method, worker resignation is allowed in this experiment. Now workers can get out from
company against for defective company. The result is depicted in
Fig. 4. Deﬁnitely, cooperation rate of companies was increased, but
most of companies went into bankruptcy at generation 20 because
workers resign from their company excessively. In this case, there
is not enough time for worker to learn rational resignation strategy. The number of workers began increasing at generation 25. Because jobless worker is not enough in worker pool, companies are
more cooperative to workers. At the 205th generation, the number
of lazy workers is increasing more than that of hard workers. This
is contrasted in Fig. 5. Because they can submit resignation to their
company if company is deceptive, workers do not worry about being ﬁred. High percentage of hard worker is caused by productivity

5.2. Results of sick leave
In the experiments 3 and 4 (Figs. 6 and 7), workers are allowed
to submit sick leave to company without any resignation, productivity growth, and dismissal. According to these ﬁgures, a company
is cooperative with defective workers in the beginning, and this
tendency has been kept in the overall process. However, in case
of rate 0.02, there is higher percentage of lazy workers than 0.01;
companies are bankrupted faster than those in the result 3 at generation 200, and workers become more deceptive after several generations. As we can verify sick leave value between 0.01 and 0.02,
allowing sick leave and if its value is little high, it is hard for a
company to maintain itself. Because they are not ﬁred, the high
percentage of sick leave makes worker lazy.
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5.3. Results of reproduction rate of worker population
Experiments 5 and 6 consider the experimental settings that allow the growth of productivity and workers’ resignation. As can be
seen in Fig. 8, the number of workers upsurges since generation
80–90. The companies treat their experienced workers well and it
makes the drastic increase of the company’s cooperation rate. After generation 100, the company’s cooperation rate becomes lower
to maximize their proﬁt. Nevertheless, the labor market grows continuously and the worker’s and company’s strategies do not change
drastically. Moreover, the experiment 6 in Fig. 9 illustrates the
maintenance of the balance after generation 80 in spite of low reproduction rate. From these results, we can see that the balanced
power between workers and companies consequently leads to the
cohesive relations that is desirable for the market extent. We do
not have to conclude hastily, but it seems obvious that the unbiased power between companies and workers is a crucial factor in
the labor market.
5.4. Results of resignation
We investigate the market dynamics allowing workers’ resignation. Workers resign from the company in a condition which
is deﬁned with a simple rule and controlled in a stochastic way.
A worker wi,j satisfying the Eq. (21) begins to consider resignation. Here, coeﬃcient δ represents the maximum capacity of history queue.

wt,i, j ∈ wt,i, j |

t−1
t−δ

+ 0.1 · δ · W ageH ),









living Cost

> 10

several interesting results about variation of cooperation rates and
the labor market.
In order to achieve more useful results, a few more issues need
to be addressed. In the social simulation, one of the most important issues is the appropriateness of the model. In this paper, we
did not compare the model with other approaches. The superiority
and appropriateness of the model have to be proved in real-world
labor market. In the future work, we will justify the selection of
the model, and also consider other models for the real labor market. Secondly, we will try this game theoretic agent-based model
to different domains such as international trade market or others
in which power placement is important. We also can possibly improve our model with statistical analysis to devise intelligent systems for better decision making. Testing other real-world policies
such as union or law is possible, and the scenarios can be extended
with various situations like delay in payment of wages. Additionally, we can incorporate more attributes for more realistic simulation such as workers’ demographic proﬁles and companies’ information for the interdisciplinary study between agent-based modeling and data mining.
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In this experiment workers can quit the defecting company as
shown in Figs. 10 and 11, which means more power is given to
workers compared to the previous settings. In the initial generations 60–80, the company’s cooperation rate has been increased,
but workers’ cooperation rate does not change drastically as shown
in Fig. 10, where companies tried to be good to middle grade workers in order to prevent their resignation. Nevertheless, most of
companies went into bankruptcy after the generation 40 because
workers resign from companies excessively as shown in Fig. 11.
This shows the absence of rational resignation strategy of workers.
There is not enough time given for workers to learn their behavior. The number of workers also begins decreasing at generation 35
because jobless workers cannot earn living expenses at all. Furthermore, not suﬃcient number of companies existed for employment.
When workers have more power, their selﬁsh behaviors hinder the
development of desirable relations between workers and companies.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have focused mainly on constructing an evolutionary labor market framework, and several experiments have
been performed with various parameters. To construct the relationship between worker and company agents, we adopted game
theory which is suitable for economic situations. In addition, we
used co-evolutionary learning to deﬁne each agent’s strategy and
observed the variation of each agent’s behavior pattern owing to
the evolution of strategy. The experiments were conducted with
the four speciﬁc policies, growing productivity as worker’s experience, resignation strategy of workers, dismissal of company, and
sick leave of workers. The ﬁrst and third policies can contribute for
company power, where the second and fourth policies correspond
to worker power. Through the various experiments, we have got
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